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Mo¨bius Transformations of the Circle Form a Maximal
Convergence Group
Ara Basmajian and Mahmoud Zeinalian
Abstract. We investigate the relationship between quasisymmetric and con-
vergence groups acting on the circle. We show that the Mo¨bius transforma-
tions of the circle form a maximal convergence group. This completes the
characterization of the Mo¨bius group as a maximal convergence group acting
on the sphere. Previously, Gehring and Martin had shown the maximality of
the Mo¨bius group on spheres of dimension greater than one. Maximality of
the isometry (conformal) group of the hyperbolic plane as a uniform quasi-
isometry group, uniformly quasiconformal group, and as a convergence group
in which each element is topologically conjugate to an isometry may be viewed
as consequences.
1. Introduction
The isometries of real hyperbolic space of dimension two or higher induce con-
formal diffeomorphisms on its ideal boundary. In fact, if the dimension is strictly
greater than two, then all conformal diffeomorphisms will arise in this way. In con-
trast, in dimension two, conformality on the boundary is a trivial condition. For
instance, every diffeomorphism of a Riemannian circle preserves the conformal class
of the metric. It is for this reason that the study of the group of Mo¨bius transforma-
tions of the circle differs from its higher dimensional cousins. In the paper [Ge-M],
Gehring and Martin show that the Mo¨bius group is a maximal convergence group
acting on the boundary of real hyperbolic space of dimension greater than two.
This result was extended (see [B-Z]) to the action of the isometry group of a rank
one symmetric space of noncompact type except the hyperbolic plane.
In this note, we complete the characterization of the Mo¨bius group as a maxi-
mal convergence group by considering the remaining case of the hyperbolic plane;
namely, the group of Mo¨bius transformations of the circle acts as a maximal conver-
gence group (Theorem 3.3). Other maximality statements, such as the maximality
of the isometry (conformal) group of the hyperbolic plane as a uniform quasi-
isometry group and a uniformly quasiconformal group (see Corollary 4.2 and the
discussion at the end of that section) may be regarded as consequences of The-
orem 3.3. See [Gr-P] for further discussion on quasi-isometry groups. Another
implication is the maximality of the isometry group of the hyperbolic plane as a
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convergence group in which each element is topologically conjugate to an isometry
(Corollary 4.3).
Let X be a compact topological space. A family F of orientation preserving
homeomorphisms of X is said to have the convergence property if each infinite
sequence {fn} of F contains a subsequence which,
C1: converges uniformly to a homeomorphism of X , or
C2: has the attractor-repeller property, that is, there exists a point a ∈ X ,
the attractor, and a point r ∈ X , the repeller, so that the {fn} converge
to the constant function a, uniformly outside of any open neighborhood
of r. Note that a may equal r.
We remark that the convergence groups considered in this paper are comprised
only of orientation preserving homeomorphisms. We could equally as well include
orientation reversing homeomorphisms, in which case the theorems in this paper
have obvious modifications that are left to the reader. Hence, whenever homeomor-
phism is mentioned in this paper it is assumed to be orientation preserving.
2. Elementary facts about quasisymmetric mappings
In this section, we assemble some elementary facts which will be needed later in
the paper. For the basics on quasisymmetric and quasiconformal maps, we refer to
the following papers and books: [A], [D-E], [Ga-L], [H], [L], and [V]. For Mo¨bius
groups and hyperbolic geometry, the reader may consult [Be] or [M].
Let H denote the upper half plane, endowed with the hyperbolic metric, and
R̂ = R∪{∞} denote its ideal boundary. R̂ can be identified with the unit circle S1.
The group PSL(2,R) = {z 7→ az+b
cz+d
: a, b, c, d ∈ R, ad− bc = 1} is the full group of
orientation preserving isometries of H. This group is also the full group of conformal
homeomorphisms of H. Let Mo¨b+(R̂) denote the group of homeomorphisms of R̂
which are induced by the isometries of H. Note that PSL(2,R) and Mo¨b+(R̂) are
isomorphic groups which act on different spaces.
When dealing with mappings of the circle we will need to normalize by post
composition using an element of Mo¨b+(R̂) so that infinity is a fixed point of the
map. Observe that an element of the stabilizer of ∞ in Mo¨b+(R̂) is a linear map,
x 7→ mx + b, where m > 0 and b ∈ R. Hence given a symmetric configuration of
point triples, {x− t, x, x+ t}, its image remains a symmetric configuration.
Definition 2.1. Let f : R̂→ R̂ be an orientation preserving homeomorphism
and k > 0. The homeomorphism f is called k-quasisymmetric if after normalizing
so that it fixes infinity, f satisfies,
1
k
≤
f(x+ t)− f(x)
f(x)− f(x− t)
≤ k
for all x ∈ R and all t > 0. In other words, the image of equal length juxtaposed
intervals has uniform bounded length ratio.
Given the observation preceding Definition 2.1, it is easy to see that the condi-
tion of being k-quasisymmetric is independent of the normalizing Mo¨bius transfor-
mation, the elements of Mo¨b+(R̂) are 1-quasisymmetric, and that post or precom-
position by linear maps does not change the quasisymmetric constant.
In the sequel, we will need the fact that Mo¨b+(R̂) is the full group of 1-
quasisymmetric homeomorphisms. To see this, using the triple transitivity of
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Mo¨b+(R̂), it is enough to show that a 1-quasisymmetric mapping f which fixes
0, 1, and ∞ is the identity. Now, the triple {0, 1
2
, 1} must be taken to a symmetric
triple, hence f also fixes 1
2
. Similar considerations allow us to conclude that all
rationals of the form n
2k
are fixed. Finally, using continuity, f must fix every real
number and thus is the identity homeomorphism.
The following proposition is a classical result. See Ahlfors [A] or Lehto [L] for
reference.
Proposition 2.2. Let f : R̂ → R̂ be an increasing homeomorphism with
f(∞) =∞. Assume that
1
k
≤
f(x+ t)− f(x)
f(x)− f(x− t)
≤ k
for all x and all t > 0. Then there exists a K(k) -quasiconformal homeomorphism
of H which extends f . The number K(k) depends only on k.
3. Maximality of Mo¨b
+(R̂)
A family F is said to be uniformly quasisymmetric (quasiconformal) if all the
maps in F are k-quasisymmetric (K-quasiconformal) for some k (for some K).
Proposition 3.1. A uniformly quasisymmetric family F of homeomorphisms
of R̂ is a convergence family. In particular, Mo¨b+(R̂) is a convergence group.
Proof. Using Proposition 2.2, there exists a number K such that every ele-
ment of this family can be extended to a K-quasiconformal mapping of H. Using
the fact that a sequence of distinct K-quasiconformal mappings of H has a sub-
sequence which either converges to a K-quasiconformal map or has the attractor-
repeller property with attractor and repeller on the boundary (see [V], Corollaries
19.3 and 37.4, or extend each map in F to S2 by reflection and use the results of
[Ge-M]), we may conclude it acts as a convergence family on S1. 
Proposition 3.2. Let F be a family of homeomorphisms of R̂ which is closed
under post and precomposition by elements of Mo¨b+(R̂). Then F has the conver-
gence property if and only if F is a uniformly quasisymmetric family.
Proof. Suppose F has the convergence property. Let
(1) F ′ = {f ∈ F : f(0) = 0, f(1) = 1, and f(∞) =∞}.
Since F ′ has the convergence property, it must be that there are negative constants
M and m so that, m < f(−1) < M < 0, for all f ∈ F ′. Any element of F can be
post composed by an element of Mo¨b+(R̂) to yield an element of F ′. Since any triple
{x−t, x, x+t} in R can be moved by Euclidean translation and dilation to {−1, 0, 1},
we may conclude that the elements of F form a uniformly quasisymmetric family.
The converse follows from Proposition 3.1.

Theorem 3.3. Mo¨b+(R̂) acts on R̂ as a maximal convergence group. That is,
there is no convergence group that properly contains Mo¨b+(R̂).
Proof. The fact that Mo¨b+(R̂) is a convergence group follows from Propo-
sition 3.1. Next let G be a convergence group acting on R̂ containing Mo¨b+(R̂).
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Using Proposition 3.2, we know that the action of G is as a uniformly quasisymmet-
ric group. On the other hand, suppose there exists an element g ∈ G not contained
in Mo¨b+(R̂). This means that after normalizing g, so that it fixes ∞, there must
be three symmetrically spaced points in R where the quasisymmetric constant is
not 1. Post and precomposing by Euclidean translations and dilations, we may as-
sume that the three points are {−1, 0, 1} and that g fixes 0 and 1. Since Euclidean
translation and dilation do not effect the quasisymmetric constant for a triple, it
must be that g does not fix −1. By possibly replacing g with g−1, we may assume
that g takes −1 into the interval (−1, 0). Clearly gn(−1) is an increasing sequence
of negative numbers and hence has a limit y which is necessarily a fixed point of
g. Since < g > is a convergence group, y is strictly less than 0. Next consider the
triple of points {−1, y, 0}. The length ratio of the juxtaposed intervals [−1, y] and
[y, 0] is,
(2)
|0− y|
|y − (−1)|
=
|y|
|y + 1|
.
The length ratio of image intervals under the iterates of g are
(3)
|gn(0)− gn(y)|
|gn(y)− gn(−1)|
=
|y|
|y − gn(−1)|
which goes to ∞, as n → ∞. This contradicts the fact that G is uniformly qua-
sisymmetric. Hence, it must be that the quasisymmetric constant for g is 1, and
thus g ∈Mo¨b+(R̂). 
4. Maximality of PSL(2,R)
An immediate corollary of Theorem 3.3 is,
Corollary 4.1. The Mo¨bius group, Mo¨b+(R̂), is a maximal uniformly qua-
sisymmetric group.
A homeomorphism f : H → H is said to be a quasi-isometry if there exist
positive constants A and B so that
(4) A−1d(x1, x2)−B ≤ d(f(x1), f(x2)) ≤ Ad(x1, x2) +B
for all x1, x2 ∈ H. The constant A is referred to as the Lipschitz constant of the
quasi-isometry. For a general reference on quasi-isometries, we refer the reader
to [Gr-P]. It is well known that a quasi-isometry continuously extends to the
boundary and that the induced map on the boundary is a quasisymmetric home-
omorphism. One defines an equivalence relation on quasi-isometries by declaring
two to be equivalent if they induce the same homeomorphism on the boundary.
Let QI(H) denote the group of equivalence classes of quasi-isometries of H. Since
the natural map from PSL(2,R) into QI(H) is injective, we will continue to denote
its image with the same notation. A family F ⊂ QI(H) is said to be a uniformly
quasi-isometric family if each equivalence class has Lipschitz constant less than a
uniform bound. The following is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.3, observed in
Gromov and Pansu (see [Gr-P]).
Corollary 4.2. Let G ≤ QI(H) be a uniform quasi-isometry group acting on
the hyperbolic plane H. If PSL(2,R) ≤ G, then G = PSL(2,R).
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Proof. A quasi-isometry f of H extends to a homeomorphism of H∪R̂. More-
over, the induced mapping f |
R̂
on R̂ is a quasisymmetric mapping where the qua-
sisymmetric constant depends only on the Lipschitz constant of the quasi-isometry.
Consider the homomorphism φ : G → Homeo(R̂), given by [f ] 7→ f |
R̂
. Note
that Image(φ) is a uniformly quasisymmetric group which contains Mo¨b+(R̂). By
Proposition 3.1, Image(φ) is a convergence group. Since Mo¨b+(R̂) is a maximal
convergence group (Theorem 3.3), Image(φ) equals Mo¨b+(R̂). Injectivity of φ
is a tautology. Since Image(φ) = φ(PSL(2,R)) = Mo¨b+(R̂), we conclude that
G = PSL(2,R). 
As in the proof above, it is easy to see that a convergence group acting on
H∪R̂ which contains PSL(2,R) induces the action of Mo¨b+(R̂) on the boundary, R̂.
Furthermore, if each element of this convergence group is topologically conjugate
to an element of PSL(2,R), then the induced action has trivial kernel. Hence
the natural homomorphism given by restriction of the convergence group to the
boundary is in fact an isomorphism onto Mo¨b+(R̂). Since the image of PSL(2,R)
is Mo¨b+(R̂), it must be that the convergence group equals PSL(2,R). We have
proven,
Corollary 4.3. Let G be a convergence group acting on H ∪ R̂. Suppose
that every element of G is topologically conjugate to an element of PSL(2,R). If
PSL(2,R) ≤ G, then G = PSL(2,R). The conjugating homeomorphism need not be
the same for all elements of G.
The reader should compare the above corollary to the fact that PSL(2,R) is a
maximal uniformly quasiconformal group acting on H. That is, if G is a uniformly
quasiconformal group containing PSL(2,R), then G = PSL(2,R). This fact follows
from the results of [S] and [T].
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